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Abstract

In 2016, Xia et al. have proposed a scheme for privacy-
preserving multi-keyword ranked search over encrypted
cloud data [IEEE TPDS, 2016, 340-352]. In this note we
show that Xia et al.’s scheme is flawed because the intro-
duced relevance scores do not indicate the true Euclidean
distances between the index vectors and the query vec-
tor. The scheme has not developed a proper procedure
for distance comparison which should be compatible with
the technique of Scalar-Product-Preserving Encryption.
In the scheme the returned documents are not indeed re-
lated to the queried keywords. We also present an im-
provement using the technique developed by Wong et al.’s
work [ACM SIGMOD 2009].
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1 Introduction

Cloud computing benefits scientific and engineering ap-
plications, such as data mining, computational financing,
and many other data-intensive activities by supporting a
paradigm shift from local to network-centric computing
and network-centric content [23]. It enables customers
with limited computational resources to outsource large-
scale computational tasks to the cloud.

In 2010, Kamara and Lauter [16] discussed the secu-
rity problem of cloud storage. In 2013, Liu et al. [21]
explored the problem of multiowner data sharing for dy-
namic groups in the cloud. Chen et al. [12,29] investigated
on achieving secure role-based access control on encrypted
data in cloud storage. Nabeel et al. [24] designed a scheme
with privacy preserving policy based content sharing in
public clouds.

In 2014, Chen et al. proposed two computation out-

sourcing schemes for linear equations and for linear pro-
gramming [9, 10]. But the schemes are insecure because
the technique of masking a vector with a diagonal ma-
trix is vulnerable to statistical analysis attacks [6]. The
Wang et al.’s scheme for outsourcing linear equations is
flawed [5], too.

In 2016, Khaleel et al. [17,25] discussed the possibility
of using caching search engine for files retrieval system,
and using cloud based technique for blog search optimiza-
tion. Hsien et al. [8, 11, 15, 19] have presented some sur-
veys on public auditing for secure data storage in cloud
computing.

Searchable encryption [1–3, 7, 13, 18, 26] is a very ap-
preciated tool that allows a user to securely search over
encrypted data through keywords and retrieve documents
of interest. Lu et al. [22] have discussed how existing addi-
tive homomorphic encryption can be potentially used for
image search, and proposed two confidentiality-preserving
image search schemes based on Paillier’s encryption.

In the proposed model, a client has many images and
wants to store the image data online for convenient data
access anywhere anytime. The client has to encrypt each
image and its features and upload the encrypted data to
a cloud server. In 2016, Liu and Cao [20] pointed out
that Lu et al.’s schemes did not make use of the additive
homomorphic property at all and the additive homomor-
phic encryption in one scheme was unnecessary and can
be replaced by a more efficient symmetric key encryption.

Recently, Xia et al. [28] proposed a scheme for privacy-
preserving multi-keyword ranked search over encrypted
cloud data. In this note we show that in Xia et al.’s
scheme the cloud server cannot determine which en-
crypted index vector Iu is more similar to the encrypted
query vector TD. Actually, the relevance score su :=
Iu · TD = Du · Q does not represent the true similarity
between the unencrypted index vector Du and the unen-
crypted query vector Q.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
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Table 1: Scalar-product-preserving encryption

Key A (d + 1)× (d + 1) invertible matrix M .

DataEnc For a d-dimensional vector p, set p̂ = (pT ,−0.5‖p‖2)T

and encrypt it as p′ = MT p̂.

QueryEnc For a querying vector q, pick a random number r > 0, set q̂ = r(qT , 1)T

and encrypt it as q′ = M−1q̂.

DistanceComp Let p′1 and p′2 be the encrypted p1 and p2 respectively.

To determine whether p1 is nearer to a query q than p2 is,

check whether (p′1 − p′2) · q′ > 0.

DataDecry Given p′, compute p = (Id, 0)(MT )−1p′ where Id is the d× d identity matrix.

In Section 2, we describe the technique of scalar-product-
preserving encryption (SPPE) and explain in detail that
the technique is compatible with the formal routine of
distance-comparison. In Section 3, we provide an ex-
plicit description of Xia et al.’s scheme (see Table 2).
We then point out that Xia et al.’s scheme is flawed be-
cause the introduced variation of SPPE is not compatible
with the routine of distance-comparison (Euclidean dis-
tance). In Section 5, we present an improvement of Xia
et al.’s scheme by extending an index vector to a higher
dimension one in order to keep the compatibility between
SPPE and distance-comparison. At last, we stress that
SPPE must be integrated with the common mechanism
for distance comparison in order to represent the similar-
ity scores of vectors.

2 Scalar Product Preserving En-
cryption

Given two n-dimension vectors X1, X2 and another n-
dimension vector Y , to determine which Xi, i = 1, 2, is
more similar to Y , it is usual to compute the distances

d(Xi, Y ) = ‖Xi − Y ‖ =
√
‖Xi‖2 − 2Xi · Y + ‖Y ‖2,

where i = 1, 2 and ‖X‖ represents the Euclidean norm of
X, and compare the distances. If d(X1, Y ) < d(X2, Y ),
then we assert X1 is more similar to Y .

In 2009, Wong et al. [27] introduced the technique
of scalar-product-preserving encryption which can be ex-
plained as follows (see Table 1).

The encryption is distance-recoverable because

(p′1 − p′2) · q′ = (p′1 − p′2)T q′

= (MT p̂1 −MT p̂2)TM−1q̂

= (p̂1 − p̂2)T q̂ =
(
(pT1 ,−0.5‖p1‖2)T

− (pT2 ,−0.5‖p2‖2)T
)T

r(qT , 1)T

= r(pT1 − pT2 ,−0.5‖p1‖2 + 0.5‖p2‖2)(qT , 1)T

=
1

2
r(2pT1 q − 2pT2 q − ‖p1‖2 + ‖p2‖2)

=
1

2
r
(
(‖p2‖2 − 2pT2 q + ‖q‖2)

− (‖q‖2 − 2pT1 q + ‖p1‖2)
)

=
1

2
r
(
‖p2 − q‖2 − ‖p1 − q‖

)2
=

1

2
r (‖p2 − q‖+ ‖p1 − q‖)

· (‖p2 − q‖ − ‖p1 − q‖)

=
1

2
r (d(p2, q) + d(p1, q)) (d(p2, q)− d(p1, q))

Set the similarity score as si = p′i · q′, i = 1, 2. Since
r (d(p2, q) + d(p1, q)) > 0, we have

(p′1 − p′2) · q′ > 0⇔ d(p2, q)− d(p1, q) > 0,

s1 > s2 ⇔ d(p2, q) > d(p1, q).

Thus, the similarity score can be used to indicate the
Euclidean distance between the original vector p and the
query vector q.

3 Review of Xia et al.’s Scheme

The scheme [28] involves three entities: data owner, data
user and cloud server.

Data owner has a collection of documents F =
{f1, f2, · · · , fn} that he wants to outsource to the cloud
server in encrypted form while still keeping the capability
to search on them for effective utilization. Data users are
authorized ones to access the documents of data owner.
Cloud server stores the encrypted document collection C
and the encrypted searchable tree index I for data owner.

Upon receiving the trapdoor TD from the data user,
the cloud server executes search over the index tree I,
and finally returns the corresponding collection of top-k
ranked encrypted documents.

The scheme consists of the following phases (see Ta-
ble 2). We refer to the original for the full description of
the scheme [28].
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Table 2: Xia et al.’s scheme

Date Owner Server

Setup. Pick a m-bit S and two

m×m invertible matrices M1,M2.

Set (S,M1,M2) as the secret key.

Pick a symmetric key encryption (E ,D).

GenIndex. For files F = {f1, f2, · · · , fn}
and keywords W = {w1, w2, · · · , wm}, set

the index T for F . For the vector Du in

node u, split it into (D′u, D
′′

u):

if S[j] = 0, then D′u[j] = D
′′

u [j] = Du[j];

if S[j] = 1, then D′u[j] + D
′′

u [j] = Du[j].

Set the encrypted index tree as I, where

the node u stores Iu = {MT
1 D′u,M

T
2 D

′′

u}.
I,ci=E(fi),i=1,··· ,n−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Store I and all ci.

Date user Server

Query. Given Wq ⊂ W, generate Q

for Wq and split it into Q′, Q
′′
:

if S[j] = 1, then Q′[j] = Q
′′
[j] = Q[j];

if S[j] = 0, then Q′[j] + Q
′′
[j] = Q[j].

TD={M−1
1 Q′,M−1

2 Q
′′
}

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Response. Compute all

scores su = Iu · TD, return

Output. Decrypt all files in CWq
.

CWq←−−− the top ranked id list CWq
.

4 Xia et al.’s Scheme is Flawed

In Xia et al.’s scheme, the cloud server has to compute
the relevance score

su = Iu · TD
= {MT

1 D′u,M
T
2 D

′′

u} · {M−11 Q′,M−12 Q
′′
}

= D′u ·Q′ + D
′′

u ·Q
′′

= Du ·Q

for all nodes. The server then sorts them and returns the
top ranked id list CWq

. We would like to point out that
the proposed mechanism fails because the score su cannot
work well when one considers a true Euclidean distance
between the index vector Du and the query vector Q.

In fact, given two scores si, sj , i 6= j, we have

si − sj = (Di −Dj) ·Q.

If si < sj , one cannot determine whether the Euclidean
distance d(Di, Q) is less than d(Dj , Q).

Xia et al.’s scheme is inspired by Wong et al.’s
work [27]. The technique of Scalar-Product-Preserving
Encryption (SPPE) introduced in [27], i.e., Iu · TD =
Du ·Q, must be integrated with the routine of Distance-
Comparison in order to help the cloud server to sort the
final scores according to all d(Du, Q). But Xia et al.
have forgotten to check the compatibility of the variant
of SPPE in their scheme with the routine of Distance-
Comparison.

5 An Improvement

We now describe an improvement of Xia et al.’s scheme
by using the technique developed by Wong et al. [27].
First, the data owner has to replace S with a (m+ 1)-bit
vector rather than the original m-bit vector. Second, the
owner sets both M1,M2 be of order m + 1. Third, for
the vector Du in node u, the owner extends it as D̂u =
(DT

u ,−0.5‖Du‖2)T . See Table 3 for the details.

The correctness of the improvement is easy to check.
In fact, we have

s1 − s2 = (I1 − I2) · TD
= {MT

1 (D̂′1 − D̂′2),MT
2 (D̂

′′

1 − D̂
′′

2 )}
·{M−11 Q̂′,M−12 Q̂

′′
}

= (D̂′1 − D̂′2) · Q̂′ + (D̂
′′

1 − D̂
′′

2 ) · Q̂
′′

= (D̂1 − D̂2) · Q̂
= (DT

1 −DT
2 ,−0.5‖D1‖2 + 0.5‖D2‖2)T · (QT , 1)T

= (D1 −D2) ·Q− 0.5‖D1‖2 + 0.5‖D2‖2

= 0.5
(
‖D2‖2 − 2D2 ·Q + ‖Q‖2

)
−0.5

(
‖Q‖2 − 2D1 ·Q + ‖D1‖2

)
= 0.5

(
‖D2 −Q‖2 − ‖D1 −Q‖2

)
= 0.5 (‖D2 −Q‖+ ‖D1 −Q‖)
· (‖D2 −Q‖ − ‖D1 −Q‖)
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Table 3: An improvement of Xia et al.’s scheme

Date owner Server

Setup. See the original except that

S is replaced by a (m + 1)-bit vector,

and both M1,M2 are of order m + 1.

GenIndex. For the vector Du in node u,

extend it as D̂u = (DT
u ,−0.5‖Du‖2)T

split it into (D̂′u, D̂
′′

u):

if S[j] = 0, then D̂′u[j] = D̂
′′

u [j] = D̂u[j];

if S[j] = 1, then D̂′u[j] + D̂
′′

u [j] = D̂u[j].

Set the tree as I, where

the node u stores Iu = {MT
1 D̂′u,M

T
2 D̂

′′

u}.
I,ci=E(fi),i=1,··· ,n−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Store I and all ci.

Date user Server

Query. Given Q, extend it as Q̂ = (QT , 1)T

and split it into into Q̂′, Q̂
′′
:

if S[j] = 1, then Q̂′[j] = Q̂
′′
[j] = Q̂[j];

if S[j] = 0, then Q̂′[j] + Q̂
′′
[j] = Q̂[j].

TD={M−1
1 Q̂′,M−1

2 Q̂
′′
}

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Response. Compute all

scores su = Iu · TD, return

Output. Decrypt all files in CWq .
CWq←−−− the top ranked id list CWq .

Thus,
s1 > s2 ⇔ ‖D2 −Q‖ > ‖D1 −Q‖.

In such case the server can determine that D1 is nearer to
Q than D2, although D1, D2, Q are still unknown to the
server.

Xia et al.’s scheme [28] is similar to Cao et al.’s
scheme [4]. Both two schemes are the variations of
Wong et al.’s scheme [27] except the method to build
the unencrypted index vector for each file. But the two
schemes failed to develop the technique to integrate the
scalar-product-preserving encryption with the routine of
distance-comparison (Euclidean distance). The improve-
ment adopts the method developed in [27] and split a vec-
tor into two parts. It then encrypts these two parts using
two invertible matrixes. The mechanism is useful to resist
statistical attacks [14]. This strengthens the security at
the expense of a little computational cost.

6 Conclusion

We show that Xia et al.’s scheme is flawed and present a
possible improvement. We also point out that it is con-
ventional to compare the Euclidean distances between a
set of encrypted vectors and a given encrypted vector so
as to determine their similarities. We would like to stress
that the technique of Scalar-Product-Preserving Encryp-
tion must be integrated with the common mechanism for

distance comparison in order to represent the similarity
scores of these vectors.
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